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Chancellor email stirs debate
Lilly Casolaro
Staff Writer

A holiday email from Chancellor Jack
Hawkins Jr. to the university community
touched off a debate about religion’s role
in democracy and in the administration
of a public university.
Hawkins sent an email to all Troy University faculty, staff and students that
included a video of Harvard Business
School professor Clay Christensen commenting on an observation of a Marxist
economist from China.
Hawkins mentioned in the email
that the 90-second video serves as a
“reminder of America’s greatness and
vulnerability.”
According to Christensen, the Marxist
said, “I had no idea how critical religion
was to the functioning of democracy.”
Christensen bases the video content on
the discussion he had with the economist
from China and says that religion plays
a role in motivating citizens to be
law-abiding.
The day following the first email
release, Dec. 31, a formal letter was
sent by American Atheists President
David Silverman addressed to Hawkins.
According to the group’s website, the
American Atheists, based in Cranford,
New Jersey, is a group that fights “for

the civil liberties of atheists and the total,
absolute separation of government and
religion.”
Danielle Muscato, public relations
director for the American Atheists
Center, said a Troy University student
contacted the group on Dec. 31 in regard
to Hawkins’ email. The student was not
identified.
Other students have also had negative
reactions to the chancellor’s video.
The Troy University Secular Student
Alliance gathered quotes from students
about the video and sent them to the
chancellor, telling the chancellor that his
video was offensive.
The Secular Student Alliance said in its
letter that it is an organization that “represents atheists, agnostics, and other nonreligious students.”
One anonymous quote, gathered by
the Secular Student Alliance from a Troy
University student, said that the video
was an inappropriate choice because of
the type of institution Troy is.
“The message sent out by the chancellor was distinctly and unavoidably
religious in nature,” the student said.
“Troy University is a public, secular institution with students and employees
from various backgrounds, and it is
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Dori Christmas, a freshman broadcast journalism major from Tavernier,
Florida, watches the video that Chancellor Jack Hawkins Jr. sent to the
Troy community during Christmas break. The video — about a visiting
Marxist Chinese economist commenting on the connection of religion
and democracy — has caused a debate among many. The controversial
video can be found at http://tinyurl.com/mpw63ex.

See Email, page 2

Band alum
killed in
accident
Cassie Gibbs
News Editor
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Coach Neal Brown greets the crowd at the Trojans vs. Alcorn State Braves basketball game. Brown has
been busy rebuilding the football program here at Troy, hiring a new assistant head coach, defensive
coordinator, and others. Brown is also preparing for National Signing Day on Wednesday, Feb. 4.

Keeping up with Coach Brown
Jill Odom
Sports Editor

New head coach Neal Brown has
been at Troy for only a little over a
month, but he definitely hasn’t been
twiddling his thumbs during the
offseason.
Since Brown’s hiring back on Dec.
1, he has announced the hiring of new
assistant head coach Jon Sumrall, cooffensive coordinator and offensive
line coach Matt Moore, defensive coordinator Vic Koenning, and offensive
assistant coach Cornelius Williams.
Koenning has previously helped
coach at Troy during the 2003-2004
season, and Williams played for the

Trojans as a wide receiver during
Brown’s first time at Troy as the
offensive coordinator from 2006 to
2009.
“We’ve got a renewed energy within
our program,” said Brown. “The guys
I’ve been fortunate enough to hire are
really good people, first. They’re really
good teachers; they’re guys that really
care about developing young men.”
Returning coaches include co-offensive coordinator Kenny Edenfield,
cornerbacks coach Al Pogue, and
assistant coaches Sean Reagan and
Shayne Wasden.
As for the players, Brown wants to
bring accountability and discipline
into the academic side of things and

wants the team to represent Troy University in the correct way.
Strength and conditioning is the
main focus for Brown during the
offseason before spring ball gets
started on March 24.
“We’ve gotta instill a toughness in
body and mind that you can only do in
the weight room during the offseason
program,” Brown said.
With National Signing Day on
Wednesday, Feb. 4, approaching fast,
Brown and his staff have assessed
during the break what players are
needed and how to go about recruiting
players who fit Troy University.
See Coach, page 2

A former Troy University student was killed
in a two-vehicle crash on Jan. 4 in Midland City.
Sean Claude Miller, a 2014 graduate of Troy
University, was driving his 2006 Mini Cooper
when it hit a Kenworth dump truck at Hinton
Waters Road on U.S. 231, according to a press
release from Alabama State Troopers. The press
release said that Miller was pronounced dead on
the scene.
Miller graduated with a degree in music
education. He was also an active member of the
Sound of the South and Symphony Band, where
he played the mellophone and French horn.
Mark Walker, the director of bands at Troy,
sent out a statement speaking on the death of
Miller.
In his statement, Walker described Miller's
achievements and said that he “was loved
and respected by his friends, colleagues and
professors.”
Miller was also a member of Phi Mu Alpha
and Kappa Kappa Psi, band fraternities.
Devin Brackin, a senior computer science
major from Geneva and member of Kappa
Kappa Psi, said that Miller was a caring and passionate person.
“Sean was probably one of the most genuine
people I know,” Brackin said. “He always cared
about the people around him and was very passionate about learning and music. We crossed
into KKPsi together. There was never a dull
moment, and he always kept things jumping.”
Miller was in his first year as band director at
Dale County High School.
Miller is survived by his wife, Sherri Miller,
who is another Sound of the South alum, and his
daughter, Mary Madilynn. Sherri Miller is also
expecting a child.
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completely inappropriate for a person in his position to
distribute such a message.”
The Secular Student Alliance invited the chancellor
to attend a meeting.
“We want you to understand why the video in
question is so offensive, and how we can move forward
positively,” the letter said.
Silverman requested in his letter a “public apology to
the student, and other atheists whom you have disparaged with the video you included in your email.”
Silverman also included study results and statistics in
his letter stating that atheists were law-abiding despite
not being religious.
“Atheists are overwhelmingly ethical and upstanding
people. It is not true that religion is necessary to keep
people from becoming criminal,” Silverman said.
Hawkins directed a follow-up email in response to
the letter from the American Atheists on Jan. 5, 2015,
saying his intentions were not meant to offend or to
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promote religion.
“The recent New Year’s message I shared with the
university community was not intended to offend. It
was intended to encourage recipients to embrace the
year ahead and to stimulate thought,” Hawkins said.
Kelsey Burgans, community director of Troy University Newman Center, said that this is a hot topic, but
it spurred a discussion that needs to take place. The
Newman Center is a Roman Catholic organization.
“It reminds me of the publicity the Newman Center
received when it was first being built and the misconceptions associated with it,” Burgans said. “The Newman
Center is a residence hall where free thoughts and
ideas can be discussed on a variety of issues, including
religious freedom.
“I feel as if the chancellor did not violate anyone’s
religious freedoms, and, on a personal level, I support
the video.”
According to Muscato, the American Atheists were
not pleased with the chancellor’s response email to the
Troy University community.
“We are not satisfied with the response, and it was not
an apology. We are not going to let this go,” Muscato

said. “If he wants to evangelize privately, that’s fine, but
not while wearing his chancellor’s hat.”
Steven Brown, chair of the department of political
science at Auburn University, said that the idea that
religion is essential to democracy is not a new idea.
According to Brown, Alexis de Tocqueville, author
of “Democracy in America,” believed that democracy
“was only a step or two away from anarchy.”
“Democracy was fragile and needed support,” Brown
said.
Brown said that Tocqueville believed that the reason
Americans did not dive into chaos was the “prevalence
of religion.”
Andy Ellis, university relations director, released a
statement on behalf of Hawkins.
“Troy University is an international university that
contributes to the global marketplace of ideas. This
message and video were shared to provide the university community with information and insights for
healthy consideration and debate about our country’s
democracy, the role it plays in the world and the challenges America faces going forward,” Ellis said.

Walking a mile in others’ shoes
Josh Richards
Staff Writer

Trojan Outreach recently held an event
focusing on the diversity of the students
at Troy University.
The event, called “Walk A Mile In My
Shoes,” emphasized the importance of
acceptance and difference on campus.
Trojan Outreach had a table outside
the Trojan Center that displayed several
poster boards such as “You are paying
for your own college” or “You have
witnessed discrimination on campus.”
Students were asked to sign any of the
boards that applied to them.
“This event is to promote diversity,”
said Elizabeth Lincoln, a senior psychology major from Greenville and a
Trojan Outreach peer educator. “We all
go through different things, but we can
all relate to each other somehow, some
way.”
Trojan Outreach is a peer education
program that provides workshops and
April Irvin photo presentations about important issues
that affect the Troy student body. The
From left to right: Jeremie Murray, a junior global business major from
program will cover a different topic each
Panama City, Florida, and Sterling Wingard, a senior information systems
month, such as healthy relationships,
major from Cape Coral, Florida, sign posters that help show the diversity
drug and alcohol abuse or mental health.
of the student population at Troy. The diversity event, “Walk a Mile in My
“We’ll do different workshops and
Shoes,” was held by the Trojan Outreach peer educators.
presentations throughout the semester,”
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Brown’s search pool for potential
Trojans is Alabama, Georgia, Florida,
Mississippi and Louisiana. While preferring to sign students from high school,
Brown is willing to add junior college
players who fit Troy’s football program.
As an offensive coordinator, Brown
has been known for increasing a team’s
average points per game. He credits this
success to always being surrounded by a
great staff and outstanding players.
“And then there’s belief,” Brown said.
“We’ve been confident in what we’re
doing. We believe in not only each other
from a staff and player standpoint, but
belief in our system, belief in our preparation. I think any time you have belief
and hope, you have a chance.”

Returning to Troy now as the head
coach, Brown explained that the biggest
difference for him is from the staffing
standpoint. He now finds himself responsible for filling off-the-field and on-thefield roles.

Neal Brown

As for finding a balance between the
pass and run games, Brown intends
to play to the team’s strengths, but he
stressed the importance of running the
football and stopping the run on defense.

Brown sees his time in Kentucky,
under head coach Mark Stoops, as a great
form of groundwork for the role that he
has now because Stoops was also a firsttime head coach.

“The thing I’m looking forward to
probably the most in the head coaching
position is really creating a culture or
creating an environment that I want our
players and our staff to live in every
single day,” Brown said.

“I got to see how he formed his brand,
how he sent his message down from his
staff to his players,” Brown said. “All the
roles, all the hats you have to wear as a
head coach, from a motivator to a fundraiser to a game manager. Being able to
watch him go through that process was
something that really prepared me for
being in this role.”

“We keep score every game,” Brown
said. “There’s not any ties allowed in
college football anymore. So there’s a
winner and loser, and we’ve gotta feed
that competitive nature every single day.”

“Anytime with players, they don’t
really care what you know until you
show them that you care,” Brown said.
“Sometimes motivation is not necessarily generated by pregame speeches or by
locker room antics or how you handle
your practice environment. A lot of the
time it’s about building relationships.”

Brown’s ideal environment is fun,
where people look forward to coming in
and have positive energy. He hopes to not
only create a family atmosphere, where
relationships are built on love, trust and
open communication, but also have a
competitive culture.

From his previous time at Troy, Brown
learned from former head coach Larry
Blakeney that it is all about the players
and how you treat them.

The last attitude that Brown wants is
continuous improvement.

Because this is what Brown believes,
he is currently getting to know his team
not only as players, but as students and
people, and his goal is that they graduate
and become better men while they are
here.

“If we constantly live with those five
things all around us, then we’re going
to build ourselves into a championship
program,” Brown said.

Lincoln said. “Teachers, groups, and organizations can also invite us to do presentations for them and they can also tell
us what they want us to talk about.”
“Throughout each month, we’ll be out
on the quad,” said Nelson DeLucca, a
junior math major from Smiths Station
and peer educator. “We’ll have a tent
out there, and we’ll be handing out some
information and maybe some goodies,
whatever we have that relates to what
we’re talking about that month.”
In addition to workshops and presentations, Trojan Outreach hosts a discussion
board called “I Care Enough,” which
focuses on the issues covered that month.
Students can share their feelings and
hear the opinions of other students. The
first discussion will be Jan. 20 at 6 p.m.
“We are regular college students
promoting awareness,” Lincoln said.
“Keep an eye out for us. We’ll be doing
lots of different things.”
Other topics that will be covered
throughout the semester include eating
disorders and healthy relationships,
which will be covered in February. Drug
and alcohol abuse management will be
addressed the week before spring break.
“It kind of humanizes everybody,”
Lincoln said. “We all relate. We are all
people.”
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Leadership minor growing
Tori Roper
Staff Writer
The Institute for Leadership
Development of Troy University
has been taking shape since the
fall of 2007, and has recently
begun expanding.
Leadership courses are part of
the social sciences department,

which focuses on leadership
development. In these courses,
students learn and practice the
skills necessary to lead while
studying leadership concepts.
The
Introduction
to
Leadership, or LDR 1100,
course can be applied toward
Area 4 of the General Studies
Curriculum. According to

John Kline, the director of
the Institute for Leadership
Development, the department
expects “even more leadership
courses to be added to General
Studies.”
All
leadership
courses
carry honors credit as well,
so completing the minor has
benefits toward completing the
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John Kline, the director of the Institute for Leadership Development, encourages students to consider what a leadership minor could add to their education at Troy as well
as their résumés.

required honors course load.
“Students are coming to realize
that leadership development
fits with very many majors,”
Kline said, “and although there
is not room for a minor in
some fields such as nursing or
education, some students are
taking the extra
hours just to get
the experience
that
comes
from leadership
development.”
Although
many things in
the leadership
department are
changing, one
thing will not
change,
said
Kline.
“Our
focus
is on servant
leadership,” he said. “Servant
leaders lead because they
want to help others and the
organizations they lead.”
Kline’s personal definition
of leadership is “the positive
transformation of others and the
organization.”
“Having the minor in
leadership development on one’s
résumé sets a person apart,”
Kline said. “More importantly,
having the necessary skills and
abilities to lead helps set the
person apart from others.”
“My favorite part was
attending the lectures that were
taught by higher leadership
professors,” said Andi Staton, a
freshman marketing major from

Clay. Staton is taking the LDR
1100 course this semester.
Cesar Jauregui, a senior
broadcast journalism major
from Pell City, described how
he became a leadership minor.
“My first encounter with the
leadership department was when
I visited Troy
for a leadership
luncheon,”
Jauregui said.
“There I met
Dr. Kline, and
he not only
spoke
about
it, but he was
truly passionate
a b o u t
leadership.
“Later when I
came back, Dr.
Kline not only
remembered
my name, which for someone
with a difficult name does not
happen often, but he was still
fired up about the program,
and when I heard Dr. Hawkins
(Chancellor Jack Hawkins) talk
about servant leadership during
IMPACT (orientation), I knew
I wanted to be a part of that
program.”
Jauregui continued, saying,
“After four years of leadership
classes, I can say I have not
only learned more than I ever
expected, but fell more and
more in love with the program
every year because every
leadership professor shared the
same passion for leadership
development.”

“Having the
minor in
leadership
development on
one’s résumé
sets a person
apart.”

Former Troy student named youngest
member of Pike County Heart Board
Alyse Nelson
Features Editor

After her father died
of heart failure, Beth
Nonnenmann
wanted
to contribute to related
causes.
Nonnenmann, a former
Troy University nursing
major from Troy, said
that while she was eager
to do something, this
opportunity to help came
as a surprise.
“I was nominated by
Elizabeth
Mitchell,”
Nonnenmann said. “She
happened to see a post I
put on Facebook about my
dad.”
As
of
November,
Nonnenmann is now the
youngest board member
ever of the Pike County
Heart Board, affiliated
with the American Heart
Association.
“We raise awareness
and money for the
national American Heart
Association,” she said of
the Pike County Heart
Board’s contribution to

activism for the cause.
The main source of
money and awareness
comes
from
the
organization’s
annual
Heart Walk.
“The Heart Walk is the
first big thing since I was
nominated,” she said.
Money will be raised
before the event through
donations from businesses
in Troy, the raffle at the
walk and the sale of
T-shirts.
The
actual
walk,
scheduled
for
Feb.
10, will take place at
5:30 p.m. at the Troy
Community Recreation
Center. Free and open to
the public, it will offer
door prizes, raffles, a jazz
band performance and, of
course, the walk itself.
“Anyone can show up
and participate,” said
Nonnenmann,
inviting
all Troy students to
attend. “The plan for
me is to work with the
younger generation and
try to involve the Troy
University students as

well.”
Excited for her first
large involvement with
the Pike County Heart
Board, Nonnenmann is
also excited for her own
future.
Currently taking a break
from school after having a
child, Nonnenmann works
for the University and
plans to go back to school
in the future.
“It will be a little while
before I go back and
reapply,” she said.
Her plan is to eventually
finish school and become
a registered nurse. Unsure
of exactly where she
would like to work, such
as an ICU or NICU,
Nonnenmann knows that
she is passionate about the
medical field.
“I hope to raise more
awareness in the younger
generation because it
really starts when you’re
young in the decisions that
you make,” she said of her
personal interest in her
new place on the board.
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Beth Nonnenmann, a former nursing major from Troy, hopes to make a
difference in heart health through her position on the Pike County Heart
Board.
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Trojans examine
chancellor’s email
Ngoc Vo
Opinion Editor

Although Chancellor Jack
Hawkins’ New Year’s message,
his “reminder,” has created rather
heated conversations across
many channels, the dialogues
have yet to raise a beneficial, intelligent discourse.
“My concern is that we might
miss a teachable moment if we
polarize and retreat to defensive
or offensive tactics when we
have the opportunity to broaden
our thoughts and practices as an
academic community,” said a
faculty member from the College
of Arts and Sciences.
Many students, especially
atheists, find
the chancellor’s recommended video
offensive and
inconsiderate.
“I think it
was
highly
inappropriate for the
chancellor
to have sent
the message
because Troy
is a public
university
which boasts
a
diverse
student population,” said Kevin
Reaves, a senior computer
science major from Greenville,
Troy University Secular Student
Alliance president. “It implies
that without religion, you won’t
follow laws and be a good
person.”
Several faculty and staff
members across Troy colleges
also raised objections to the
claim in the video.
“There is no evidence suggesting that violent crime in religious
countries is down,” said biology
professor Michael Stewart. “The
world seems to be burning right
now in multiple areas linked
to religion or power-grabbing
hiding behind religion.”
Phillip Mixon, an economics
professor, adviser of TUSSA,
said he disagrees with the
message’s underlying theory that
there is no morality without God.
“I don’t do bad things because
I’m a moral person in and of
myself, not because of my
religion,” he said.
Other faculty members, whose
expertise covers religion, human
conditions and human behaviors,
said morality, specifically in the
sense of law obedience, is influenced by a variety of factors.
There are proofs that religion
is not the only element shaping
morality through the course of
history.
“There are many different
possible reasons why people
choose to follow laws in a
society,” said a professor in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
“In some places, an organized
religion may be important to
the majority of the population.
However, in societies such as
China and Japan, religion may
not be so important.”
Several professors pointed
out Japan, a secular state, has a
very low crime rate. According
to the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crimes, the homicide
rate in Mexico, a country deeply

influenced by Catholicism, is 36
times higher than in Japan.
“Other sources that contribute to moral senses are ideology
and philosophy,” the professor
said. For example, Marxism is
an institution providing moral
guidance with focus on class
conflict and inequality.
“People follow the rules
because they work,” said Laura
Burmeister, a social sciences
professor. “People voluntarily
follow rules to keep society
stable and harmonious.”
“In countries where religion
is not a dominant factor, social
ties define human relationships,
value and morality,” another
professor in the College of Arts
and Sciences
said. People
understand
their
place
and
their
expected roles
from social
hierarchy. A
moral sense
of what is
good
and
bad can have
its roots in
family units.
“Moral
sense is a mix
of traditional
philosophy, government, ideology and
religion,” she said.
At the same time, she acknowledged that religion helps,
to some extent, as a societal
factor.
Although the chancellor’s
message has generated valuable
discussion for me, I do not find
it a considerate act from a person
in such a position. The manner
in which the message was sent,
as a “reminder,” a proclamation
of truth, indeed warrants the
objections.
“My greatest criticism would
be in the email’s attempt to
simplify something as broad as
what shapes our past, present,
and future practices of morality,”
a professor said.
Moreover,
the
message
failed to embrace and foster the
diversity of Troy University’s
population.
“He sent out a heartfelt
message on what he believes,”
Stewart said. “However, we,
as a public university, should
remember that we have students,
faculty and staff coming from
70 countries encompassing
different belief systems.”
Jack Dong, a senior chemistry
major from China, former
president of the Chinese Student
Association, found the message
objectionable. So did Qiyuan
Yang, the current president.
A professor said the chancellor was entitled to his personal
opinion, citing the academic
freedom of university faculty.
Yet, among the eight faculty
members I talked to, who enjoy
the same freedom, only three let
their names be used in the paper.
These professors, who are
from different religious backgrounds, still obey the social
mentality “One does not cross
his boss.” I find this illustrates
the essential role of social ties,
without religion, in governing
what are considered acceptable
behaviors in society.

“We might
miss a teachable moment if
we polarize and
retreat to defensive or offensive
tactics.”

Seth Nicholson

Editor analyzes viral post, dark side
of Internet fame and Iggy Azalea
Alyse Nelson
Features Editor
We’ve all seen things go
“viral” on the Internet, but I
never really considered what it
would be like if I were the one
responsible for a viral post. It
wasn’t pretty.
One night last semester, after
eating out with my friend, I
brought my leftovers home in
a Styrofoam container. When
I got home, I wanted to take a
bath but I wanted to eat, too, so
I decided to do both at once.
I thought the container of
takeout floating in my tub
looked hilarious, so I took a
picture and posted it on my
Tumblr page. I had around 300
followers, and the post had a
few notes when I went to bed.
When I woke up, thousands
of people had reblogged my
photo. I ultimately gained over
a thousand new followers,
and dozens of messages were
flooding my inbox.
Most people told me how
funny it was, but not everyone
felt that way.
A lot of people added
comments to the picture as they
reblogged it, calling me stupid
or using this as an example of
the dumb things that white girls
do. Few bothered to personally
message me about it, but I was
notified of all the commentary
and some of it was hard to read
without wanting to send hate
mail of my own.
None of these people knew
me, yet thousands felt like
they had the right to make assumptions about what kind of

person I am, based on a photo
that doesn’t even show my face.
And they were brave enough to
do this because they didn’t have
to look me in the eyes or even
follow my blog.
At this point, the novelty of
the situation had worn off, and
I was getting a little annoyed
when people started informing
me that my photo had been
posted to Twitter without my
permission.
The woman who posted
it on Twitter had not given
me credit for it, and it was
gaining thousands of retweets.
According to her Twitter
profile, the woman who
reposted my photo is Savannah
Pitts from Tuscaloosa, a student
at the University of Alabama.
She did not answer requests for
comments on the matter.
Then, Iggy Azalea retweeted
it, jokingly adding, “Did
someone steal this from my
phone?”
That’s when I began getting
hate mail for hacking Iggy
Azalea’s phone. My legs, in my
bathtub, eating my food, and I
was getting flak for supposedly
stealing from an award-winning
artist. It was unreal.
I contacted Twitter about
removing the offending post,
but it was a more complicated
process than I thought it would
be, and I just gave up. If she
wanted to pretend those were
her legs, I would make my
peace with the matter.
Eventually, a radio station
uploaded a screenshot of the
post to Facebook with my URL
visible. I was credited this time,

but this made matters worse. I
really didn’t want my Tumblr
page, though it has photos of
me, to be associated with my
name.
As old people on Facebook
commented on how disgusting
my personal hygiene habits are,
people I barely spoke to in high
school began asking if that was
really me.
At this point, I was really
done with my 15 seconds of
fame. I deleted the post from
my blog and all answered
questions associated with it. I
then changed my URL so that
I am no longer associated with
the post at all, though it’s still
floating out there.
Initially, I loved the attention.
I’ve never gotten any attention
for something, no matter how
ridiculous, born out of my own
creativity, so as a journalist I
was excited.
But somehow I was still
surprised that people can be
very mean, especially over the
Internet. Since that infamous
upload, I’ve gotten over 20
messages requesting to post
photos of my feet and also
inquiring about my shoe size.
Currently, the post has
260,000 notes on Tumblr,
and the stolen post got 34,000
favorites and 14,000 retweets
on Twitter. I’ve also been told it
has been seen on Facebook and
Tinder.
I now eat takeout while
looking thoughtfully into the
distance, remembering that
time that this very action made
me Internet-famous for a couple
of days.
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Nelson, a sophomore multimedia journalism major from Birmingham, took this photo of
herself, which went viral and created unexpected drama.
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Sophomore takes the stage
January 15, 2015

Lacey Alexander
Staff Writer
The theater department at Troy University is hard at work this week as it
closes in on the final days of rehearsal
for the upcoming spring show.
“The Odd Couple” by Neil Simon, a
comedy about two very different men
sharing an apartment in New York City,
is a play in three acts that is considered
a classic. The show is being directed by
Quinton Cockrell and stars a cast of eight
students from the theater department.
One of the two leads is being played by
sophomore theater major Noah Williams
from Huntsville.
For Williams, who is only in his
second year at Troy University, this will
be his second big role in a mainstage production. He made his departmental debut
in the 2013 season opener “The Shape of
Things,” a blackbox production, where
he was cast as a first-year freshman in
a small cast of four, but did not see the
Trojan Center Theatre stage until he
was cast as Lysander in Shakespeare’s
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream” in the
spring of 2014, again only as a freshman.
Williams is in the role of Oscar
Madison, the owner of the apartment
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Noah Williams has been in two big productions in his time at Troy
University. He’s participated in productions such as “The Shape of Things”
and “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.”

that the two men share. The messy and
more brash of the two roommates, Oscar
is a recently divorced sportswriter with
money and attitude problems.
Williams, however, said that Oscar is
definitely a softer guy on the inside.
“He’s a very loving character,” he
said, “even though it’s not showed off in
certain parts of the play.

Nintendo Direct makes
big announcements
for ’15 video gaming
Kianna Collins

Arts and Entertainment Editor
Nintendo made some big announcements for its North American audience
on Wednesday, including the release
date for the new 3DS model and the new
“Majora’s Mask” trailer.

The new 3DS model was released
in Japan on Oct. 11, 2014, and will be
released in North America on Feb. 13,
which seems a little too soon after the
release of the 3DS, with only three years’
difference between the releases.

The new 3DS model also has a few
software upgrades, with Nintendo
claiming that there will be faster
downloads and an improved browser.

The release of the new 3DS model
will either confirm or deny how effective
these changes are for Americans.

Nintendo has been churning out
different versions of the DS for years
without any major changes, and this
seems to follow suit.

Players have to find that sweet spot and
keep it there. If the 3DS is moved even
an inch, the screen becomes distorted.

“Codename S.T.E.A.M.” is set to
release on March 13, 2015, and Nintendo
Direct announced that Fire Emblem
characters will be joining the roster of
the game.

Amiibos are small statues of Nintendo
characters that connect to a Wii U console
or 3DS.

Nintendo apparently has a lot planned
for this year, and it will be interesting to
see these things unfold.

Another thing they are implementing
is amiibo support. Amiibos are currently
used for Super Smash Bros. for Wii U and
Hyrule Warriors for the same console.

games to Expect in 2015
the order: 1866
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No Man’s Sky

A gameplay trailer for “The Legend
of Zelda: Majora’s Mask” was released,
which seemed reminiscent of the original
game, even with the graphics. The 3DS
isn’t known for its stunning handheld
graphics just yet.

Another exciting announcement is the
next Fire Emblem installment. There is
not a working title from Nintendo just yet,
but the graphics in it are just as gorgeous
as in “Fire Emblem: Awakening.”

Some changes noted in Nintendo
Direct are the new bumpers, C-stick,
and face tracking mechanism for the 3D
features. If you own a 3DS now, then you
will know exactly what is wrong with the
3D now.

“I like to think I put love in everything
I do, as well.”
Though he does relate to Oscar in his
sense of humor, Williams assures us that
he’s much more similar to Felix, the
other roommate who is played by Baine
Ellis.
“Oscar and I are on two opposite ends
of the spectrum,” Williams said. “I’m

kind of a clean freak; I’m self-conscious;
I’m basically everything Felix is.”
Despite these differences, Williams
said he treasures his time as Oscar and
feels that it has been a wonderful process.
“It’s a really talented cast. … Everybody’s working hard to do their part
and make this great,” Williams said of
the company, also praising his director.
“Quinton Cockrell … the man’s a
genius.”
This has also been a very educational
journey for Williams.
“I’ve learned that even though it’s a
comedic show, you need to start with
a base of truth and reality. … If it’s not
real people, you have nothing but a silly
cartoon.”
Williams also said that playing the
loud and angry character has taught him
some valuable things.
“Oscar has taught me not to react so
quickly on split decisions. … He let his
temper get the best of him.”
After graduation, Williams hopes to
audition for graduate programs and just
“see what happens,” saying that the ideal
situation would be to simply get to the
“top of the top.”
“The Odd Couple” will be in the Trojan
Center Theatre on Jan. 21-25 and 28-30.

Hello Games photo

Rise of the Tomb Raider

“Mario Party 10” has also been
announced as a title for the Wii U. It has
amiibo capability as well, with a special
game based around the statuettes.

Crystal Dynamics photo

the Legend of zelda wii u

“Codename S.T.E.A.M.” is a turnbased strategy game that brings characters from literature to fight against aliens
in a steampunk version of London.
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Being secular in the Bible Belt
Grishma Rimal
Variety Editor
“If we came from monkeys,
why are there still monkeys?”
Kevin Reaves, a senior
computer science major from
Greenville and the president
of the Troy University Secular
Student Alliance, said that this
is one of the most frequent
questions he gets asked as an
atheist.
Reaves and other members
of SSA said they find themselves responding to a mixture
of inquiries that sometimes
signify concerns and other
times indicate understanding,
when identifying themselves as
irreligious.
SSA provides a platform for
them to voice their opinions in
an environment that respects
people of all faiths or no faith.
“The objective of the Secular
Student Alliance is to give
atheists, agnostics, people like
that, a place to feel safe and
secure and to bring in people
that may not be nonreligious
like Christians, Muslims, Jews,
and give them a place to come
and talk and share their beliefs,”
Reaves said.
SSA
organizes
weekly
meetings. “Has Science Gone
Too Far?” and “The Origins
of Modern Religion” have
been some of the past topics,
according to Jeremiah Baky,
a sophomore political science
major from Dauphin Island and

SSA vice president.
“We want to do future events
with multiple religious students
and talk about different political
issues or how you view it from
your religious background,”
Baky said.
Although the group itself looks
to welcome people of all beliefs,
the members themselves often
do not feel the same courtesy is
extended toward them.
“One thing I’ve noticed is that
you should only tell a few people,
certain people, that you are an
atheist,” Baky said. “Everyone
has the same questions. ‘Why
don’t you believe in God? You
were a Christian; why aren’t you
anymore?’ And from everyone
who is devout, or halfway
devout anyways — ‘Don’t you
think this is just the devil challenging you?’ I’ve got that so
many times.”
Reaves said it has its
challenges.
“In high school, I had a guy
threaten to punch me because
I didn’t believe in Jesus. I
found college to be a lot more
accepting. My lack of religion
really hasn’t come up very
often,” Reaves said.
“My mom blows it off like
I’m going through a phase,”
said Mindy Jones, a freshman
computer science major from
Sylacauga. Her mother, unlike
her, is a devout Catholic.
“She thinks I’ll hit my 20s and
have kids and then go to Mass
every Monday and Wednesday,”
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Three members of the Secular Student Alliance — Kevin Reaves, Alexandra Heath and
Mindy Jones — engage in a discussion about atheism.

Jones said.
She said that her curiosity as
a child led her to ask questions
that her elders never quite
answered.
“Where did God come from?
Who created him? From a small
age I asked questions, and no
one would give me an answer.
I was just shut off from those
questions,” she said.
“I doubt the accuracy of
the Bible a lot because it was
written about 100 years after
Jesus’ death, and that’s a lot of
time,” said Alexandra Heath,
a freshman psychology major
from Sylacauga. “And I felt like
Christianity takes away from
the power within yourself.”
“I am an atheist mainly
because of the hypocrisy of the
Christian church and the lack

of clarity in the Bible and the
lack of clarity in people’s faith
towards a higher being,” Baky
said. He added that he continued
going to church, even leading
Bible study, during high school,
because of the volunteer work.
“I enjoyed that more than any
lesson I ever got in church,” he said.
With the idea that helping
people should be a universal
deed, SSA aims to organize
an interreligious charity event
that benefits either a multinational organization like Doctors
Without Borders or a localized
hurricane relief fund.
The group also plans on organizing a Darwin Day, which will
focus on educating people about
evolution, and Ask an Atheist
Day, where members stand
in the main quad and answer

questions from people passing
by. According to the group, the
latter event was a success in the
past.
“We had a lot of discussions
with people about ‘Well if there
isn’t a God, then what does that
mean?’ What causes me to be a
good person without religion?”
Reaves said.
Baky said that the stigma
that atheists or agnostics are
immoral is quite prevalent.
“The idea that religion is
the only thing that makes you
follow laws is quite scary,”
Reaves said. “You shouldn’t
need a book to tell you that
murder is wrong.”
The Secular Student Alliance
meets every Tuesday at 6 p.m.
in Bibb Graves Hall’s Johnson
Library Center.

Troy students get a taste of the big screen
Valario Johnson
Staff Writer

Two Troy students got the opportunity to work as extras on the set of the
movie “Selma,” a theatrical depiction
of the civil rights movement for equal
voting rights focusing on a march led
by Martin Luther King Jr. from Selma to
Montgomery.
Brittany DuBose, a junior broadcast
journalism major from Troy, said that
she found out about the need for extras
while watching WSFA-TV news.
“I’ve always wanted to do something
like this,” DuBose said.
DuBose said she was an avid actor in
many school plays during high school.
So the opportunity only seemed right.
She also said she was intrigued by what
the movie stood for.
“It talks about the right to vote,”
DuBose said. “We take the right to vote
for granted. People fought and lost their
lives to be able to vote. If people see this
movie and still don’t see the point in
voting, then you are crazy.”
Dan Ensey, a junior social science
major from Troy, saw an advertisement
on Facebook about the opportunity
and said he feels the same about what
“Selma” represents.
“The movie is very timely,” Ensey
said. “Seeing what people had to do just
to get the right to vote is just amazing.
These people got beat up, pushed
around, and some even got killed just for
the right to vote.”
DuBose said that her major scene was
set on the Edmund Pettus Bridge, the
location of the event known as Bloody
Sunday in 1965 when civil rights
marchers were violently blocked en
route and assailed by law enforcement
officers during the first of three marches.
“That scene was intense,” DuBose

said. “Our director, Ava DuVernay,
pushed us to get the scene right. It was
a lot of pressure built up, and she was
saying we only had one chance.”
Bloody Sunday occurred in the early
morning, just as the sun began to rise.
DuBose said that DuVernay really
wanted to capture the moment as accurately as possible.
With this scene, DuBose said she understood the strength of those people
who lost their lives.
“To watch friends being pushed off the
bridge and have the strength to go back
the next day … you have to be a strong
person,” she said.
When asked to draw parallels between
“Selma” and other cinema centered on
the civil rights, DuBose could not and
said, “I feel like every civil rights movie
has its own story to tell.”
Ensey said that he was a posse member
in the movie.
“Sheriff Jim Clark went out and got
the meanest dudes to come to Selma and
bust some heads,” he said. “That’s who I
was playing. “
Ensey said his major scene encompassed Turn Around Tuesday, the second
of the Selma to Montgomery marches.
He said that for his specific part, it was
a “hurry up and wait” type of mentality.
“We did that (scene) 100 times,” Ensey
said, “and it’s only about 20 seconds in
the movie.”
Both DuBose and Ensey said that they
have seen the movie two times so far.
DuBose said that the second time she
watched the film, she did it with other
cast members.
“There are a lot of powerful scenes
in the movie,” Ensey said. “The last
speech where (Martin Luther King Jr.) is
speaking on the steps of the state Capitol
gave me chills.”
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Brittany DuBose worked as an extra in “Selma,” a movie about the civil
rights movement for equal voting rights.

DuBose described herself as a “cry
baby,” and said that watching the movie
was emotional for her.
Ensey said after he finished his scenes,
DuVernay showed her appreciation for
those involved in filming.
“Miss DuVernay came down after

finishing shooting on the other side of
the bridge and shook all of our hands,”
Ensey said. “She thanked us for putting
our faces on this dark moment in history.”
“Selma” was released on Jan. 9 and is
now showing at Continental Cinema 5 in
Troy.
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Three times the charm

Women’s basketball maintains winning streak
Wes Fortson
Staff Writer
During Christmas break, the women’s
basketball team record improved to 8-5.
Wins against both the UT-Arlington Lady
Mavericks and the Georgia State Panthers
have given the Lady Trojans a winning
streak of three games.
On Monday, Jan. 5, Troy defeated the
Mavericks 70-63. Junior guard Ashley
Beverly-Kelley led the team with 17
points, but junior guard Rachel Reid
followed closely with 15 points.
Sophomore forward Caitlyn Ramirez
also contributed with her first career
double-double with 10 points and 10
rebounds.
The Trojans outscored the Mavericks in
both the first and second halves and were
more successful making field goals and
free throws. Troy and UT-Arlington were
even in the three-pointers, however, each
team making 26.7 percent of its shots.
On Saturday, Jan. 10, the Trojans
trailed for most of the first half against the
Panthers of Georgia State, but prevailed
in a second-half brawl and won 96-87.
The star for Troy in that game was
senior guard Kourtney Coleman. Coleman
managed to sink six out of seven threepoint attempts and scored a team-leading
27 points on the night to help lead the
Trojans to a victory.
Four other Trojans contributed double
digits, including senior forward Ronita
Garrett with 18 points, Beverly-Kelley
with 13 points, Reid with 12 points, and
junior guard Lacey Buchanon with 10
points.
One of the factors that led the Trojans
to a victory was their ability to take
advantage of turnovers and turn them into
points. Field goals and three-pointers are

College
playoffs:
Did they
get it right?
Michael Shipma
Staff Writer
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Senior guard Kourtney Coleman led the Trojans with 27 points in the game
against Georgia State on the road on Saturday, Jan. 10.

what kept Troy ahead of the Panthers due
to both teams having high-scoring percentages at the free-throw line.
Troy scored 27 points off turnovers and
offensive rebounds to keep itself in the
game.
The Trojans are now 3-1 in the Sun
Belt Conference, the best start since the
2002-2003 season, when the program
was part of Atlantic Sun Conference.
“It’s an honor to have the best Sun Belt
start in Troy history,” said head coach

Chanda Rigby. “The fact that two of the
three came on road is a big accomplishment. The team is showing maturity, and
we can still get a lot better.”

Throughout the season, Garrett and
Beverly-Kelley have led the team in
nearly every game. The duo has combined
for a total of 364 points and 193 rebounds.

The Trojans will be back in action
Friday, Jan. 15, against the LouisianaMonroe Warhawks in Monroe, Louisiana.

Mavericks edge out Trojans
Ty Ammons
Staff Writer
The Troy men’s basketball
team played the University of
Texas-Arlington on Monday,
Jan. 5, and won 71-66. The
team’s record is currently 6-7,
and it is 1-3 in Sun Belt play.
The Trojans trailed by two
at the end of the first half, but
outscored their opponent in
the second half 37-30. This
renewed energy propelled
them to win the game by five
points.
“That was a hard-fought
win,” said head coach Phil
Cunningham. “To our guys’
credit, they never gave up.
This will be a reference for
the rest of the season, if we
are ever back in that situation
again. This will be a reference
to never give up. We fought
there in those last minutes to
win the game.”
Freshman guard Wesley
Person led the team with 31
points and was four for four
at the free-throw line. Junior
guard Chris Bilbo followed
with the second-most points,
scoring 17 baskets during the
game.
The game was a career high
in scoring for both Person and
Bilbo.
Troy made half of the threepoint shots it took, while the
Mavericks made only 18.2
percent.
The Trojans’ next game was
in Atlanta against the 10-6
Georgia State Panthers on
Saturday, Jan. 10. They came
up short in the final score,
losing by five points.
The Trojans started out
playing well in the first half.
Troy’s largest lead in the first
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Sophomore guard Kelton Ford added 10 points in a second-half rally against the
Georgia State Panthers on Saturday, Jan. 10, and made four out of four free throws.

half was by seven points.
Senior guard Musa AbdulAleem and Person led the
team in first-half points. Abdul-Aleem had 12 first-half
points, and made four out of
four from the free throw line.
Person had 11 total points in
the first half, and went three
for six from three-point range.
The team went in to the half
leading 34-32.
Georgia State came out
in the second half with a
vengeance, tied the game immediately, and proceeded to
take the lead. Junior guard
R.J. Hunter led the Panthers
in the second half with 23

points, and made 14 out of 15
attempts from the free throw
line.

Abdul-Aleem
and
sophomore guard Kelton
Ford tried to rally the Trojans
to a win. Abdul-Aleem had
21 points, and went four for
four in free throws. Ford had
eight points in the second half,
and went four for four from
the free throw line as well.
Georgia State outscored the
Trojans 45-38 in the second
half to win the game 77-72.
The lead changed 10 times
during the game, and the

Trojans’ largest lead in the
second half was by five points.

The difference in the game
was points from inside the
paint. Georgia State led in
that category with 24 points
while the Trojans had only 10.
The Panthers also led Troy in
points from turnovers with 16.

The Trojans’ next game is
on Jan. 15, against the University of Louisiana-Monroe
Warhawks at 7 p.m. in Monroe,
Louisiana. Troy returns home
on Jan. 17, to face off against
Georgia Southern at 4:15 p.m.

Never before has there been as much
excitement, controversy and media
attention revolving around a single
college football game as there was for
the National Championship game on
Monday, Jan. 12.
The National Championship was the
climax for the new College Football
Playoff, which has sought to eliminate
the controversial and blurry lines that
were drawn between the top two teams
in the FBS and the rest of college
football.
In just its first year, it seemed as if
the new playoff system has been more
than effective in assuring the college
football world that the team that
hoisted the trophy on Monday night
was the true, undeniable champion.
The Ohio State Buckeyes defeated
the Oregon Ducks in an exciting, backand-forth game, by a score of 42-20.
However, no matter who would have
won on Monday night, the inevitable
question would still be in the back of
our minds: Did the college football
playoff system get it right?
Well, let’s look at the facts. The
four teams that were selected for the
playoff bracket were all champions
for their respective conferences, and
had proven their worth throughout the
regular season with only one loss each,
with the exception of Florida State,
which went undefeated.
Other teams, in particular Baylor
and TCU, have a right to be disappointed in my opinion, but when they
are matched against the other four
teams, it’s hard to place either of them
ahead of any of the bracket teams.
Both Baylor and TCU had one loss,
with Baylor barely edging TCU in the
head-to head match.
But the main reason that neither
made it in is because of the Big 12’s
lack of a conference championship
game. Without it, Baylor and TCU
lacked the finality and assurance of a
true conference champion. Without
this, it was hard to put either in the top
four, even if they might seem qualified.
Then there’s Ohio State. After
edging out Baylor and TCU for the
coveted No. 4 spot in the bracket, many
wondered if the Buckeyes deserved
it due to a weak schedule in the Big
10, as well as an ugly loss to Virginia
Tech back in September. It’s hard to
question it now, though, seeing as they
took out the undeniable top two teams
in the nation in a convincing fashion.
One thing is for sure, though: in
future seasons, when the trophy is
lifted, critics will have a hard time
questioning the team that raises it.
So yes, the college football playoff
did get it right. Alabama, Oregon and
Florida State were all qualified and
undisputed candidates for the top
three spots, but the Buckeyes, a dark
horse team, proved that they not only
deserved to be in the playoff, but that
they were the best team in the nation.
Where is the proof now? Probably soon
to be in a trophy case in Columbus,
Ohio.
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